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ABSTRACT
Offline policy selection is a challenging open problem in reinforcement learning that has
many important applications. The recently proposed Batch Value Function Tournament
(BVFT) algorithm for batch learning offers some nice properties and can be applied to the
model selection problem. In this thesis, we propose several changes to the original algorithm
for adaptation to the task of offline model selection. We comprehensively experimented with
the BVFT algorithm for policy selection across the various domains to evaluate and analyze
the performance of BVFT. We show that BVFT achieves good performance in comparison
with a number of state-of-the-art approaches. We demonstrate that BVFT is a reliable
option to the problem of policy selection in offline reinforcement learning.
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We live in a world that is continuously changing and as human beings we learned our
way to make very frequent decisions in order to survive while achieving various goals. When
we learn to perform different tasks ranging from playing sports to driving a vehicle, we are
actively aware of the environment and how it responds to our actions and we try to change it
through our choice of action. It is the ability of learning by interacting with our surrounding
environment and observing the cause and effect that helps us understand the majority of our
knowledge about how the world works and this makes such ability one of the most central
aspects of machine learning.
1.1.1 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning(RL) is a sub-field of machine learning that focuses on learning
how to make sequential decisions on what actions to make in an environment with un-
known dynamics to maximize rewards. Without knowing what actions to take, the agent
has to learn what action can lead to the best outcome by itself through interaction with
the environment. Reinforcement learning provides a unified framework to develop learning
algorithms that tackle many of the important applications of artificial intelligence includ-
ing robotics manipulation and navigation, automated recommendation systems,self-driving
vehicles, adaptive healthcare, etc.
Recently, there has been a huge success in empirical machine learning driven by advances
in computer hardware which enables the deployment of deep neural networks and the collec-
tion of much larger datasets. The incredible generalization capacity of deep neural networks
combined with diverse datasets allows the function approximator to learn a rich feature
representation that captures the underlying distribution. Recent empirical success in rein-
forcement learning took advantage of this wave of progress and has shown that RL algorithms
can conquer many sophisticated challenges with large observation and action space such as
video games and the game of Go.
1.1.2 Offline Reinforcement Learning
While these are indeed remarkable milestone on our way towards true artificial intelli-
gence, the settings of video and board games has several ideal properties that are either
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impractical or unattainable in most of the real-life application of reinforcement learning.
For instance, simulators that provide the exact dynamics can be made easily for almost all
game environments and objectives are always clearly defined in this setting. Moreover, data
can be generated easily without suffering any consequences from bad decisions and at the
same time maintaining a very low cost bounded only by the computational limits. These
ideal properties will become limitations if simulators are unavailable, which motivates re-
searchers to tackle the offline setting reinforcement learning where agents no longer have
direct access to interact with the learning environments.
Offline reinforcement learning has many advantages when applying this setting to RL
applications in the real world. Instead of learning by interacting with the environment,
the agent would learn from records of other agents interacting with the environment. The
main advantage of offline RL is the data efficiency: since agents are designed to reuse past
experience, it no longer requires online interaction with the environment during the training
process of each policy. Leveraging this feature, the training cost of RL agents can be greatly
reduced especially in real-life applications such as self-driving cars where the cost to collect
sufficient data for each agent is often forbiddingly expensive.
At the same time, the offline learning setting for RL also posts many new challenges
compare to the online setting as the agent can longer interact with the environment. In
particular, this makes model evaluation and selection, an easy and straightforward task
in the online setting, extremely hard. In the online setting where simulators are typically
available, Monte-Carlo policy rollouts are proven to be one of the most effective ways of
evaluating a policy’s performance. Such an approach, however, would often be infeasible in
offline settings due to the high cost of roll-out trajectories for every policy as well as the
potential of unacceptable consequences from bad actions.
This motivates the development of various off-policy policy evaluation and selection meth-
ods that tries to evaluate a policy’s performance only using logged data. The nature of the
setting makes this task a significant challenge, mainly due to the behavioral difference be-
tween the policy to be evaluated and the policy that was used to produce the logged data
under. Without knowing the ground truth dynamics of the environment, it is hard to es-
timate the consequence of taking a different action. The problem becomes even harder in
large observation space settings where the chance of finding the exact same environment
state and action taken from the logged data diminishes. There are various approaches that
have been proposed to solve this problem, including direct estimation of the value function,
importance sampling, and hybrid methods.
The recently proposed Batch Value Function Tournament(BVFT) aims to solve the prob-
lem of offline value function learning in RL with polynomial sample size. Motivated by many
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nice properties of BVFT in the offline setting, we propose a slight modification to the BVFT
algorithm for the problem of model selection in the Offline RL setting. We experimented
with BVFT along with several standard baselines in a diverse set of commonly used environ-
ments for RL benchmark. The goal of our work to investigate the empirical performance and
properties of the BVFT algorithms in the offline policy selection setting. We show that from
various perspectives, BVFT can achieve state-of-the-art performance in many challenging
environments.
1.2 OUTLINE
In chapter 2, we will briefly introduce the basic settings of the reinforcement learning
problem as well as defining the notations that we will use throughout this work. In chapter
3, we will mention the prior works that are related to this paper. More specifically, we will
introduce most of the common approaches to the off-policy policy selection problem in RL
and compare their pros and cons.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 will be the central focus of this thesis, where we will introduce
the BVFT algorithms for the task of model selection, as well as present the results from our
empirical experiments with detailed analysis. In Chapter 4, we will first define the BVFT
algorithm for offline model learning, followed by modifications we proposed to adapt BVFT
to the offline model selection in various environments’ settings. We will talk about the
intuition behind our approach along with the reasons behind the changes we made to the
original algorithm.
In Chapter 5, we will run BVFT along with many commonly used baselines to test their
model selection performance on a number of publicly available RL environments with very
different settings. We will first provide details on how the problem is defined, how our
experiments are implemented and executed, along the reasoning behind our choice of imple-
mentation. Then we will present the experiment result along with our detailed interpretation
and analysis of their performance and the potential cause behind the phenomena we observe.
We also include an ablation study to investigate the effect of different factors in our experi-
ments and algorithmic design.
We will discuss the advantages and limitations of our approach compare to other methods
in Chapter 6 and discuss what are the ideal use cases of our algorithm. After that, we will
briefly suggest a couple of directions for future research that could improve the performance
of BVFT in model selection.
Finally, we will conclude in the last chapter and reflect on several key ideas that we
mentioned in the earlier chapters. We hope that as a new class of methods for model
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selection, BVFT can be a starting point for developing more accurate model selection and




In this chapter, we will first introduce the basic settings of reinforcement learning. Then we
will formally define the model selection problem along with the methods that are commonly
used to solve this problem.
2.1 MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
Markov decision process[1] is the standard model to describe the interaction between
the reinforcement learning agents and the environment. A markov decision process can be
defined by the following components:
• State space S, a set of environment and agent states.
• Action space A, a set of actions of the agent.
• Transition function P : S×A → ∆(S), where P (s′|s, a) the probability of transitioning
into state s′ after taking action a from state s.
• Reward function R : S × A → [0, Rmax], where R(s, a) is the immediate reward after
taking action a from state s. Rmax > 0 and is a constant.
• Discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), that defines the horizon.
• Initial state distribution d0.
2.1.1 Policy
A (deterministic and stationary) policy defines a specific decision-making strategy on how
to choose actions based on the agent’s current state. The goal in general RL learning is to
choose a policy π that can maximize the expectation of the discounted sum of rewards, also
known as the value function, represented as:
V πM(s) = E[
∞∑
t=0
γtrt|π, s0 = s]. (2.1)
With respect to the randomness in the trajectories, this expectation can be character-
















Similar to the value function, the action-value function, commonly known as the Q-value
function, is defined as:
QπM(s, a) = E[
∞∑
t=0
γtrt|π, s0 = s, a0 = a]. (2.3)
T : RS×A → RS×A, known as the Bellman optimality operator, is defined as:
(T f)(s, a) := R(s, a) + γEs′∼P (s,a)[Vf (s′, a′)] (2.4)
where Vf (s
′, a′) := maxaf(s, a). The optimal Q-value function Q
∗ can then be uniquely
defined as Q∗ = T Q∗ and the optimal policy π∗ can be obtained by greedily choosing
actions according to Q∗ which should optimize the expected discounted reward sum for all
initial states at the same time:
π∗(s) = πQ∗(s) := argmaxa∈AQ
∗(s, a). (2.5)
There are two main approaches to solve the RL problem: One is to learn the optimal Q-
value function Q∗ and then compute a policy by selecting actions based on the learned value
function. The policy can choose actions by either greedily selecting the action that has the
highest Q-value or in a stochastic way based on the Q-value distribution of all actions. This
approach is commonly referred to as value-based RL. On the other hand, policy-based RL
optimizes the policy directly without learning the value function. This approach is generally
done by optimizing the policy parameters using gradient ascend in order to maximize the
return. Value-based offers more insight into the performance of the learned policy while often
suffers from less sample efficiency. The recent development of state-of-the-art RL algorithms
combines both approaches by simultaneously learning a value or Q-value function while
optimizing a policy base on the estimates from this value function.
2.2 POLICY EVALUATION AND SELECTION
During the training process of solving RL problems, multiple policies are often learned
with different settings of hyper-parameters, and policy evaluations are then performed to
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select out the best policy to deploy. In the online setting where the environment is directly
accessible, one can perform such policy evaluation by simply running the policy in the
environment and collect the state and action samples to obtain the mean of the observed
returns as an estimate of the policy’s value function. This is commonly known as Monte-
Carlo policy evaluation and it is one of the most effective ways of evaluating a policy despite
its simplicity. By the principle of the law of large numbers, the more data sample collected,
the more accurate estimate can be obtained by taking the mean of the collected samples.
In virtual environments where simulators are available, collecting enough samples that can
narrow the confidence interval of the estimate to an accurate range is often feasible due to
the low cost of sample collection in simulators.
However, in many situations such as self-driving vehicles and medical applications, direct
access to the environment might not be available, or collecting enough samples for each
individual policy might be too expensive. Driven by this limitation of online reinforcement
learning, recently there has been a surge of interest in the offline RL setting where one has
to learn and select policies solely based on historical data collected from running one or
multiple different policies (behavior policies). Offline RL is generally considered as much
more challenging than online RL, due to difficulties in learning without exploration and
accurately estimating the policy performance solely based on historical data. In the thesis,
we mainly focus on the policy selection aspect of the offline RL which has been intensely
studied due to its advantage of not requiring repeated sampling of different policies and
better usage of historical data.
2.2.1 Offline policy selection
In the offline policy selection problem, we are typically provided with a fixed dataset of
trajectories D = {(s0, a0, r0, s1, ...)} that is collected from running one or multiple behavior
policies in the environment. A set of candidate policies {πi}Ni=0 is also provided and the
general goal is to compute a ranking O of the policy in descending order of their true value
V π(d0):
O ← ArgSortDescending({u(πi)}Ni=0) (2.6)
Here u(π) is the scoring function of the policy selection algorithm which outputs a point
estimate of the policy’s value. In case the policy selection algorithm instead outputs some
loss function u(π) that characterizes how far away the policy is from the optimal policy, O
should be computed by sorting in ascending order. The action probability of the behavior
policy might also be available but such cases have a limited application since it is hard
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to record the action probabilities or when the data consists of trajectories from multiple
policies. Thus we focus on behavior-agnostic offline policy selection methods. A closely
related problem is off-policy evaluation which seeks to directly estimate V π(d0) instead of
ranking them. One can view off-policy evaluation as one way of solving the offline policy
selection problem, but solve it actually does not require an accurate estimation of the policy
values.
Figure 2.1: In Offline policy selection(left) the goal is to select the best policy out of a set of
N policies given the historical data. Off-Policy Evaluation(OPE) is a very similar problem
that instead focusing on estimating the value of a policy given the data.
2.2.2 Evaluation protocol
To evaluate the quality of the proposed ranking O from policy selection algorithms, we
need to analyze how well O matches with the ground truth ranking of policy values. There
are several metrics that are commonly used for measuring the quality of the ranking:
• top-k regret: This metric represents the absolute difference in ground-truth policy
values between the best policy among the top-k best policy ranked by O and the actual
best policy among all policies in the candidate set. It measures how much worse the
best policies ranked by O are than the actual best policy in terms of policy value.
• top-k precision: This metric measures how well O picks out the best policies from
the entire set of candidate policies. It is computed by taking the top-k policies in terms
of policy values from the entire set and returns the proportion of them that appears
in the top-k policies ranked by O.
• top-k correlation: This metric measures how well O orders the policies based on the
ground truth values of the policies. It is computed by taking the Pearson correlation
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coefficient between the order of the top-k policies in terms of ground-truth policy values
from the entire set and the order of them that appears in the top-k policies ranked by
O.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORKS
3.1 OFFLINE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Offline policy selection has been a long-standing and intensely studied problem in reinforce-
ment learning due to its critical role in offline reinforcement learning. It has a wide spectrum
of applications in real-life ranging from recommendation systems [2, 3, 4], to robotics [5, 6],
and healthcare systems [7, 8, 9]. Pioneers of the offline RL algorithms include fitted Q
iteration [10, 11] as well as the least square temporal difference algorithm [12, 13]. More
recent work on offline RL methods introduces a number of algorithms [14, 15, 16, 17] which
outperform the previous offline RL models by a large margin. Novel methodologies also seek
to tackle the problem of extrapolation error [18]. In addition, there has been a number of
offline RL datasets developed for bench-marking learning and evaluation algorithms [19, 20].
3.2 OFFLINE POLICY SELECTION
The offline policy selection problem we study in this thesis is a decision problem that falls
into the category of model selection problem in machine learning. The main application of
model selection in recent machine learning research is to perform hyper-parameter tuning to
improve the performance of the model on various tasks [21, 22]. Bergstra et al. demonstrated
that the performance of deep learning models can be improved even with just a random search
based on a simple heuristic. Recent work has also shown that many of the sophisticated
language models that were claimed to be state-of-the-art can be outperformed by much
simpler LSTM models but with properly tuned hyper-parameters [23].
Model selection in online RL has been a relatively easy task and can be done accurately
using Monte Carlo rollouts. However, such a task in the offline RL setting has been a very
challenging but yet under-explored area of research. Farahmand et al. [24] introduced the
Bellman-error minimization(BerMin) method for offline model selection including theoretical
proof and convergence properties. The term policy selection work also refers to the selection
of features and learning methods [25, 26] as well as state abstraction selection [27, 28]. Re-
cent work [19, 20] introduced new methods to evaluate how concrete and RL algorithms are
when generalizing to a specific domain without hyper-parameter fine-tuning. Such proto-
cols provided standardized experiment environments to evaluate offline RL algorithms and
perform domain adaptation.
Recently Yang et al. [29] formally defined the task of offline policy selection and proposed
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BayeDice to estimate belief distribution for this task. Several earlier works also focused on a
similar setting where the goal is to select out the function approximation that is closest to the
optimal Q-value function from a set of candidate functions [30, 31]. The metric to measure
the closeness between candidate function and the optimal Q-value function is typical L∞
norm since the assumption is that this metric is correlated with the model’s performance.
Irpan et al. [6] proposed off-policy classification which directly performs positive-unlabeled
(PU) classification based on binary rewards to select policies and experimented in the control
domain of RL. Recently Paine et al. [32]also introduced a similar setting of hyper-parameter
selection in RL and performed a thorough benchmark on various state-of-the-art offline
learning algorithms and policy evaluation algorithm. Compare to these works, our work
proposed a novel method to select near-optimal policy using offline data.
3.2.1 Off-policy evaluation
Off-policy evaluation (OPE) has been studied intensely and is closely related to the prob-
lem we study in this thesis. OPE was proposed at first to solve the offline policy selection
problem [33] but later the focus has shifted to a similar task of estimate the cumulative
rewards of a policy using offline data. In this task, the main goal is either to compute a
point estimation of the ground truth expected value of the policy in the online environment
[34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], or provide a confidence interval or a lower bound on the policy
value [41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
OPE methods have been categorized into 3 groups: importance sampling, direct methods,
and doubly robust methods. The key idea of importance sampling is to re-weight the rewards
from the offline data based on the probability ratio of action between the behavior policy and
the policy to be evaluated, i.e, the likelihood of receiving each reward under different policies.
The advantage of importance sampling is that it offers an unbiased and consistent estimation
of the policy value. However, the cumulative product of importance weight throughout each
trajectory poses exponential variance with respect to the length of the horizon, causing the
method to be unstable in long-horizon tasks. Recently, marginalized importance sampling
[46, 47] has been proposed to tackle the exponential variance by estimating the state marginal
distribution for the target policy at every step.
Direct methods differ from importance sampling methods by focusing on directly estimat-
ing the value function or Q-value function of the policy using regression-based techniques.
This category can be further partitioned into model-based approaches and model-free ap-
proaches. The former approach directly estimates the transition function, reward function,
and termination conditions from offline data which then used to perform Monte-Carlo policy
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evaluation to estimate the policy value. Model-free methods instead directly estimate the
Q-value function of the policy. Direct methods have relatively lower variance compare to
importance sampling-based methods but are subject to model miss-specification problems
and the estimate is biased. Doubly robust methods tend to combine techniques from both
importance sampling and direct methods. Munos et al. [48] proposed Retrace that leverages
multi-step product of importance weights for off-policy Q-correction. Thomas et al. [37] re-
cently introduced MAGIC which switches between importance weights and direct methods.
Voloshin et al. [49] performed benchmarks of various state of the art OPE methods in a
number of environments and the results indicate that direct methods tend to perform the
best in many cases.
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CHAPTER 4: APPROACH
In this chapter, we are going to introduce our approach to the offline policy selection
problem. Xie and Jiang [31] recently proposed Batch Value Function Approximation (BVFT)
for batch (offline) reinforcement learning. With the assumption on only exploratory data and
realizable arbitrary function class, BVFT is the first algorithm that theoretically achieves
polynomial-sized sample efficiency on learning the Q∗ function from batch data. BVFT
works by applying a tournament procedure to the set of functions in the class, reducing the
learning problem to that of identifying Q∗ from a pair of candidate functions. Although the
pairwise comparison in the tournament procedure poses a significant computational burden
and may be intractable for rich function classes such as deep neural networks, BVFT can
be used efficiently for the task of policy selection in offline RL. In this thesis, we investigate
the performance of BVFT when used for the task of offline policy selection. In addition, we
propose several modifications to BVFT to better fit empirical application and adaptation to
various RL environments.
4.1 BATCH VALUE FUNCTION TOURNAMENT (BVFT)
We first introduce the originally BVFT algorithm proposed by Xie et al. [31]. The idea
of BVFT was inspired by previous research in state-abstraction: with the function class F
being a piecewise constant and realizable function class, batch learning is consistent using
Fitted Q-iteration with exploratory data. In order to fit the piecewise constant property on
commonly used function class such as linear classes or neural networks, Xie. et al proposed
to augment F , which is not piecewise constant, to its smallest superset that is piecewise
constant, while still being realizable. As described in Algorithm 4.1, BVFT first discretizes
the output of each Q-value function f ∈ F up to a small discretization error εdct. Then for
each pair of value functions in F , BVFT partitions the state-action space S × A into φ by
grouping state-action pairs together only when the output of both functions are constant
across them. The reason behind the pairwise comparison is due to the number of groups
in the partition can be as large as (Vmax/εdct)
|F|. Without reducing F to 2, the statistical
complexity is doubly exponential in poly log |F|.
After constructing a piecewise constant class Gφ ⊂ (S × A → [0, Vmax]), BVFT then cal-
culates ||f0 − T̂ µφ f0||2,D as a surrogate for ||f0 − Q∗|| where T̂
µ
φ is the projected Bellman
update operator associate with Gφ. The pairwise comparison allows efficient elimination
of Q-functions that are farther away from Q∗, allowing the ranking of candidate Q-value
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functions with respect to their distance from Q∗. For detailed explanation and proof behind
BVFT, please refer to the original paper [31].
4.2 APPLICATION TO MODEL SELECTION
In empirical machine learning it is a common practice to experiment with different algo-
rithms, as well as grid searching function approximators architectures, hyper-parameters to
see which combination produce the best performance. In supervised learning, this process is
usually done by running all models on the validation while in online RL such model selection
can be done by running all models in the environment and selects the one with the highest
value. However, in the offline RL setting, this becomes a very challenging and still open
problem. BVFT’s offers a direct approach to this problem: by running BVFT on a set of
candidate functions F , the tournament procedure allows the selection of the policy that is
the closest to Q∗ as well as a ranking based on the statistics BVFT calculates, which is a
surrogate for ||f −Q∗||.
4.2.1 Modification to BVFT
Since BVFT was originally proposed for the task of batch RL learning, several modifica-
tions were done to better fit the algorithm for the task of Offline Policy Selection.
Selection of discretization resolution When applying BVFT empirically to offline pol-
icy selection, the choice of the discretization resolution εdct becomes tricky: if the resolution
is too large, the low number of groups in the partition would cause the state abstraction to be
very coarse to produce accurate results. On the other hand, if the resolution is too low then
the state abstraction would be too fine to produce any meaningful groups. In this case, the
statistics we calculate would be equivalent to the one sample-based Bellman-residual which
was shown to break down in environments with more stochastic transition dynamics [50].
To address this parameter choice, we propose BVFT with automated resolution selection
detailed in Algorithm 4.2. In this approach, instead of providing only one discretization res-
olution, the algorithm takes a set of potential discretization resolutions. In practice, a simple
choice of this set can be a series of values in exponential relationship, i.e. {2i}c+ki=c where c
is the starting exponent and k is the number of resolutions to consider. After running the
pairwise tournament procedure over all the resolutions to calculate the statistics, we then
take the minimum with regularization on the resolution to be the aggregated statistics of
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the function. At the end, functions are simply sorted based on their aggregated statistics to
deliver the ranking. The advantage of using this approach is obvious: replying on a single
resolution would require a careful choice of the parameter but in the offline setting there is
simply no way of verifying the performance based on this choice. With automated resolution,
the resolution is automatically chosen by the minimizer of the statistics of each function. In
addition, all pairs of functions no longer have to use the same resolution and the minimizer
can optimize the resolution for each pair of functions. We experimented with this version of
BVFT in comparison with the previous version of the single fixed resolution, with the result
in the next chapter.
Algorithm 4.1: Batch Value-Function Tournament (BVFT) for Policy Selection
Input: Dataset D, value-functions set F , discretization parameter εdct ∈ (0, Vmax)
for f ∈ F do
f̄ ← discretize the output of f with resolution εdct.
end
for f ∈ F do
for f ′ ∈ F do
Define φ s.t. φ(s′, a′) iff f̄(s, a) = f̄(s′, a′) and f̄ ′(s, a) = f̄ ′(s′, a′);
Let Gφ ⊂ (S ×A → [0, Vmax]) be the piecewise constant function class
induced by φ, a partition of S ×A;




(s,a,r,s′)∈D[(g(s, a)− r − γVf (s′))2] ;
E(f ; f ′)← ||f − T̂ µφ f ||2,D;
end
fl ← maxf ′∈FE(f ;f ′);
end
Output: O ← ArgSort({fl,∀f ∈ F})
Adaptation to continuous action space domain For domains with continuous action
space, policies can not be directly derived from the value function by taking the argmax
across all possible actions, as there are an infinite amount of possible actions. Instead,
popular learning algorithms [51, 52, 53] often learns 2 functions: The actor function fA →
A either learns a policy that directly outputs an action or a distribution of action and
samples from it. The critic function fC → S × A learns the q-value for each state-action
pair which measure the utility. The learning algorithm typically optimizes both functions
simultaneously during the learning phase. When applying BVFT to models learned using
both actor and critic function, a slight modification to the algorithm is necessary: Since
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taking the maximum of the value function of a state overall actions is infeasible, we instead
take the action produced by the actor function fA and then estimated the value of the
next state using Vf (s
′) = fC(s
′, fA(s
′)). The intuition behind this is that since the goal of
the actor function is to learn or propose the action that would maximize the future utility,
then using its action of choice should be equivalent to taking the argmax over actions in
value-based RL algorithms.
In combination with other OPE approach We also propose the usage of BVFT in
combination with other OPE-based approaches in order to further boost the performance.
Although OPE based approaches such as Fitted-Q evaluation [54] has limitations of often
requires more data for regression due to the complexity of its rich function class, while being
sensitive to its own choice of hyper-parameters, they also have the advantage of directly esti-
mating policy value instead of using ||f−Q∗|| as a surrogate. Paine et al. also recently shown
that the value estimate in an actor-critic type of algorithm can be significantly overestimated
[32] and the value function estimated by Fitted-Q evaluation can significantly reduce such
over-estimation. Thus we propose to combine both approaches and feed the value function
estimated by the OPE-based approach to BVFT for policy selection in the continuous action
domain. Another approach is to use a linear combination of the loss produced by BVFT
with value estimates from other metrics to boost the performance of policy selection. We
investigate the performance of these proposed methods in our experiments.
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Algorithm 4.2: BVFT with Automated Resolution Selection for Model Selection
Input: Dataset D, value-functions set F , discretization parameter set
R = {εi ∈ (0, Vmax)}Ni=0, regularization parameter c
, for εi ∈ R do
for f ∈ F do
f̄ ← discretize the output of f with resolution εi.
end
for f ∈ F do
for f ′ ∈ F do
Define φ s.t. φ(s′, a′) iff f̄(s, a) = f̄(s′, a′) and f̄ ′(s, a) = f̄ ′(s′, a′);
Let Gφ ⊂ (S ×A → [0, Vmax]) be the piecewise constant function class
induced by φ, a partition of S ×A;




(s,a,r,s′)∈D[(g(s, a)− r − γVf (s′))2] ;
E(f ; f ′)← ||f − T̂ µφ f ||2,D;
end
fεi ← maxf ′∈FE(f ;f ′);
end
end
Output: O ← ArgSort({minεi∈Rfεi + c · εi, ∀f ∈ F})
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we empirically evaluate BVFT in a number of RL environments [55]
and public datasets [19, 20] for the task of offline policy selection in both tabular and
function approximation setting. We first state the settings and protocols established for the
experiments. Afterward, we will report the results with a detailed analysis of the results as
well as ablation studies. Lastly, we will discuss the insights from the results.
Figure 5.1: our experiment environments ranges from simple discrete grid world like (a) Taxi
to complex domains such as (d) Atari 2600 Games where observation space is extremely high
dimension pixel space with long horizon, stochastic dynamics and sparse rewards.
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5.1 EXPERIMENT SETUP
5.1.1 Experiment Design Principles
We want to study the performance of BVFT and other Offline Policy Selection algorithms
under various conditions with a number of domain characteristics in mind. More specifically,
we consider the effect of environment complexity, environment stochasticity, dense vs. sparse
reward, algorithm hyper-parameter setting, length of the horizon, size, and diversity of the
dataset on the performance of the OPC methods.
5.1.2 Tasks
RL problems in the real world are very challenging and diverse thus it is critical to ensure
the robustness of RL algorithms in different domains. We want to evaluate BVFT in settings
with high dimensional observation space, both discrete and continuous action space, as well
as different reward and transition dynamics and stochasticity. In order to achieve this
goal, we selected dozens of tasks spanning multiple domains. In figure 5.1, we provide an
illustration of the tasks from each domain with our detailed description of the domains
below.
Taxi Taxi [56] is a classical reinforcement learning environment with a 2D grid world
that simulates taxi driving along with the grids. At each time step, the taxi can choose
among 6 actions of moving north, south, west, east, or stay and picks up or drops off the
passenger. The RL agent will receive a reward of 20 if the taxi successfully picks up or
drops of a passenger, otherwise the agent receives a reward of -1 at each time step. The
original taxi environment has a grid size of 5 × 5, resulting in 500 total states (25 × 4
× 5, corresponds to 25 possible taxi locations, 4 destination locations, and 5 passenger
locations(4 spawn locations and 1 in the taxi)). In order to further investigate the effect
of randomness in transition dynamics, we performed additional experiments on a modified
version of the original taxi environments with additional stochasticity: we replaced the
only original passenger with 4 passengers randomly spawning and disappearing at the 4
locations every time step. The resulting environment has a total of 2000 states (25 × 24
× 5, corresponds to 25 possible taxi locations, 24 passenger appearance status, and 5 taxi
status). In addition, we added a parameter prand to the environment such that at each time
step, the taxi has a probability of prand that it will act randomly instead of following RL
agent’s action. The results of this study on environment transition dynamics can be found
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Hyperparameter Taxi Classic Control Box2d
Hiden size Tabular 64, 256, 1024 64, 256, 1024
# hidden layers Tabular 2, 3 2, 3
Learning rate range(5e-3, 25e-2, 5e-3) 25e-4, 5e-4 25e-4, 5e-4
Learner steps range(200k, 500k, 50k) range(50k, 250k, 25k) range(100k, 400k, 50k)
Algorithms Q-learning DQN DQN
Table 5.1: Hyperparameters of the candidate models. We consider an array of hyper-
parameters specific to optimizer, model architecture for each of the domains in our experi-
ment to form a diverse set of candidate models for selection.
in the ablation section.
One of the main reasons for selecting this relatively simple environment is the access to
the ground truth transition dynamics. Since the state space is discrete fairly small and
discrete, we have direct access to the transition function in the original version. Even in the
modified version which is not deterministic, we can still perform Monte-Carlo estimation to
obtain fairly accurate estimates of the transition function, which is then used to run value
iteration to obtain the estimated optimal Q-value function Q∗. This allows us to introduces
a number of skylines to evaluate BVFT’s performance, which would not be available in more
complex or continuous environments. We used a tabular Q-function to deploy the Q-learning
algorithm without function approximation since the state-action pair is fairly small.
Classic Control and Box2D OpenAI gym [55] classic control consists of serveral classical
control domains. Among them, Cartpole and Acrobot have low dimensional (4, 6) continuous
state space with discrete action space of cardinalities 2 and 3. Pendulum originally has a
continuous action space but was modified to have 2 actions of swinging to left and right to
match the other environments. There are 2 types of termination condition here: in Acrobot
and MountainCar, the episode would terminate if the goal is reached and a positive reward
would be given or otherwise it will time out at 200 times steps and every time step a -1
award is given; in Cartpole the agent is awarded reward of 1 for every time step until the
pole drops below a certain height and the episode stops; In pendulum the episodes stop
at 1000 time steps and the reward at every time steps depends on how close the pole is
to the vertical position. All the classic control environments have deterministic transition
dynamics. The only Box2D environment we experimented on is LunarLander which can also
be seen as a control problem with slightly higher complexity and difficulty than the classic
control environments. The state space is continuous with discrete actions of firing engines
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Hyperparameter Atari MuJoCo
Hiden size FC: 256, 1024; CNN: (32,64,3136) 64, 1024
# hidden layers FC: 1, 2 2, 3
Learning rate 0.0000625, 0.00001 0.001, 0.00001
Learner steps range(200k, 1M, 100k)/range(50k, 400k, 50k) range(50k, 300k, 25k)
Algorithms DQN/BCQ BCQ, DDPG
Table 5.2: Continuation of Table 5.1
at different locations to control the descent of the lunar lander. The episode stops when
the lunarlander’s pads touch the surface and rewards are given based on fuel consumption
and landing location. We used simple 3-layer MLP to be the function approximator which
is sufficient for the relatively low input dimension. The environment has random starting
locations and velocities while the transition dynamics are deterministic.
Atari Games The Atari 2600 collection contains more than 50 arcade games a number
of popular reinforcement learning algorithms have been developed and evaluated in these
environments. We selected 5 (Pong, Breakout, Asterix, Seaquest, and Space Invader) of
the commonly used environments for our experiments based on their different characteris-
tics. The pixel observation is resized to an 84 × 84 image per frame and with a frameskip
of 4 and sticky action(25% of chance that the previous action will be executed instead of
agent’s action.). Pong and Breakout have deterministic transition dynamics while the other
3 environments are more stochastic. In order to extract useful features from the high di-
mensional pixel input, we used multiple layers of convolutional neural networks followed by
fully connected layers as our function approximator, which is the standard architecture in
this domain [57].
Mujoco The gym MuJoCo has a collection of several continuous control tasks implemented
based on the MuJoCo Simulator [58] and has been a popular testing environment for con-
tinuous action space RL algorithms. We included the HalfCheetah, Hopper, and Walker2D
task to evaluate the performance of BVFT and other baselines in the continuous domain.
5.1.3 Protocol
Learning algorithms We consider several popular RL algorithms to learn the candidate
policies. In the taxi domain, standard Q-learning is used to learn Q∗ in a tabular setting.
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Figure 5.2: Policy selection via top-k metrics in both the original taxi (left) and the modified
environment with additional stochasticity in transition dynamics (right). Baseline Random is
not included in these plots as its performance is much worse compared to the other methods.
For the classic control and Box2D domains, we deployed DQN [57] with 2/3 layer MLP as
function approximators to learn the candidate model in the online environment. Both Batch-
Constrained Q-learning (BCQ) [59] and DQN is used to learn the q-value functions in the
Atari Domain with the former learning from the RL unplugged dataset and the latter from
online interaction. In the MoJoCo domain, policies are learning using both the continuous
version of BCQ [16] and Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [51] which are state
of the art learning algorithms in this domain. BCQ was trained using data from D4RL [19]
and DDPG is learned through online interaction.
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Candidate models To study the performance of policy selection algorithms, a set of
policies needs to be trained to construct the candidate models for each of the environments
we experiment. For each task, we train policies using different neural network architecture,
learning rate, and learner steps which are hyper-parameters known to be important for
many machine learning problems. The details of our implementation and choice of hyper-
parameters for candidate models can be found in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. All models’
ground truth policy values are evaluated by running Monte Carlo rollouts of the policy in
the actual environments.
Figure 5.3: Policy selection via top-k metrics across all algorithm in the gym classic control
and Box2D environments. The shaded area represents a 95% standard error from 200 runs
of policy selection for each environment.
Dataset We use standard offline RL dataset when available and generate our own batch
datasets for environments where public datasets are either not available or don’t match our
experiment setting. We use the RL Unplugged dataset [20] for the task of Atari Games
where 5 agents behavior records are available in 2 million time steps of learning trajectories
for each game. D4RL dataset [19] is used in the 3 MuJoCo environments with historical
data generated using behavior policy with different performance levels. In the Taxi, Classic
Control, and Box2D environments, we generate our datasets by using roll-out data of trained
expert agents as behavior policy. In each episode, there is a 30% chance that the agent will
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behave sub-optimally to facilitate exploration behavior in the dataset.
Figure 5.4: Policy selection via top-k metrics across all algorithm in 5 Atari environments
with a dataset size of 50,000 time steps. Notice BVFT has a consistent performance across
all environments comparing to other heuristics.
Policy Selection For each environment, we select a number of models(10/15) from the
candidate set and run all policy selection methods using batch datasets and evaluate the
ranking proposed by each method using the metrics defined in chapter 2. This process is
repeated for 200/300 runs and we take the mean of all metrics to produce the experiment
result with the standard error shown as the shaded area.
5.1.4 Baselines
We consider a number of popular baseline in offline policy selection:
• Random: random selection of an ordinal ranking of all candidate policies.
• AvgQ(s, a) : the mean of the value function estimate for all state-action pairs that
appear in the data. Despite it’s simplicity, it has been shown to be effect in a number
of domains [49] which makes it a solid baseline.





(f(s, a)− r − γmaxa′∈Af(s′, a′))2 (5.1)
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Figure 5.5: Top-2 precision and regret vs data size in 5 Atari environments. Notice BVFT’s
metrics improves as the data size increases while other baselines stays relatively constant.
1-sample Bellman residual measure how well a value function satisfies the Bellman
optimality equation Q∗ = T Q∗. Past works have shown successful learning of near
optimal Q-function by minimizing the Bellman residual [50, 60]. BVFT can be seen
as a variant of this approach with state abstraction.
• FQE: Ranking of the estimated policy value computed by Fitted-Q evaluation (FQE)
[54]. Recent work has shown that FQE can achieve state-of-the-art policy evaluation
performance in a number of domains [49].
We also consider different variants of the BVFT algorithm to compare their performance:
• BVFT best: We select an array of candidate resolutions and run the single resolution
version of BVFT as described in Algorithm 4.1 to obtain an ordinal ranking for each
resolution. We then use the ground truth ranking to select the resolution which has
the best-ranking performance as a skyline for the performance of BVFT using a single
fixed resolution for all function pairs.
• BVFT auto: This is the variant of the original BVFT described in Algorithm 4.2 where
the resolution for each policy is automatically selected as the minimizer of the loss.
• Hybrid: A linear combination of statistics calculated by BVFT best and AvgQ(s, a)
where the combination parameter is optimized through line search to form a skyline.




We present out results from a large amount experiments in multiple settings to evaluate
and analyze BVFT’s performance from various perspectives.
5.2.1 Taxi
The results for the Taxi domain are shown in Figure 5.2. All methods achieved similar
performance in the original taxi environment which has deterministic dynamics. BVFT’s
performance is on par with the 3 skylines (ED[|Q−Q∗|], |Q−Q∗|2, |Q−T Q|2). In the modified
environment with additional stochasticity in transition dynamics, BVFT based approaches
are able to outperform other methods by a fair margin including the skylines, proving the
effectiveness of state abstraction in more random environments.
5.2.2 Classic Control and Box2D
Policy selection results for this domain are shown in Figure 5.3. Based on observation,
we see that BVFT achieves good policy selection results in all environments and outper-
forms other methods by a large margin in Acrobot. In addition, BVFT auto’s performance
is on par with BVFT best across different environments, suggesting that the automated
resolution selection is working and was able to identify the optimal resolution. In compari-
son, AvgQ(s, a) achieves good performance in some environments(Pendulum, LunarLander)
while performs badly in other environments(Acrobot), showing the methods being sensitive
to the environment setting(rewards function and termination setting) while BVFT showing
consistent performance across domains. One potential explanation behind this phenomenon
is that in Acrobot rewards are mostly negative and since the initialization of Q-functions
are closer to 0 and the Q-values keep decreasing during training. By selecting based on
AvgQ(s, a), the policy with the highest metrics tends to be the least trained method which
results in the worst performance. The Hybrid method, however, fails to produce good result
mainly due to poor performance from AvgQ(s, a) in some environments. Another interesting
finding is the importance of reward and termination condition design in the environment,
which poses a limitation on the correlation between |f −Q∗| with actual policy value: if the
environment terminates only when the goal is reached and negative rewards are continuously
given for each time step, then an agent could have a value function almost identical to Q∗
but fails to reach the goal in the last step, causing policy value to be really low despite it’s
closeness to Q∗.
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Figure 5.6: BVFT vs FQE on model selection performance and data size asymptotic behav-
ior. BVFT is able to produce more accurate result even when the data size is small while
FQE requires a large amount of data to achieve similar performance.
5.2.3 Atari
The policy selection performance for Atari is shown in Figure 5.4. Across the 5 envi-
ronments that we tested on, BVFT achieves good performance on all of them while other
methods’ performance being more inconsistent. In Breakout where the transition dynamics
is relatively deterministic, we observe that all methods are able to achieve good model selec-
tion results since in Breakout where the horizon is shorter and the reward is denser. On the
other hand, Pong has much sparser rewards and a longer horizon and the policy selection
performance drops slightly for all methods as expected. In the other 3 environments where
the environment is a lot more random, BVFT is able to outperform the baselines by a large
margin suggesting good model selection performance. BVFT auto’s performance is on the
same level as BVFT best suggesting that automated resolution selection works well. We also
observe that AvgQ(s, a)’s performance is not stable across different environments and even
performs worse than random selection on some occasions. We also find that 1-sample based
BR suffers in environments with more randomness(Asterix, Seaquest, SpaceInvaders) which
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matches the result and theory in previous work [50].
We also investigate the performance of the methods on the sample efficiency perspective
when data of different sizes are given. From the result shown in Figure 5.5, we observe
that BVFT’s performance grows nicely with the increase in data size while other methods’
performance stayed relatively flat. This demonstrates that BVFT has nice property on
sample efficiency as analyzed in the original paper [31]. We also compared the performance
of BVFT with FQE, a state-of-the-art OPE algorithm, and the results are shown in Figure
5.6. We see that BVFT clearly outperforms FQE in this domain when the data size is small,
as FQE needs a large amount of data for regression. Even when the entire training data
for each policy is used (1e6 timesteps), BVFT’s performance is on par with FQE, while the
latter one needs its own choice of hyperparameter.
Figure 5.7: Top K precision and regret results across 3 Mujoco continuous action space env.
All methods do not perform well in this setting as the candidate policies are learned using
actor-critic methods where the main objective is to learn a policy(actor) that maximizes the
gain on the critic. The actor is learned much quicker than the critic converging to Q∗ thus
resulting in very inaccurate values from the critic function.
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Figure 5.8: Result of ablation study on exploratory data in Taxi (left) and Atari (right) en-
vironments. In the Atari plots, x axis is probability of on policy trajectory in the batch data.
Notice BVFT’s performance is not sensitive to the level of stochasticity in the environment.
5.2.4 MuJoCo
We also experimented in the MuJoCo domain where the action space is continuous. We
first experimented using the value function learned as the critic function in the learning
algorithm. However, we found that the actor function converges much quicker than the
critic, causing the value estimation produced by the critic function to be too inaccurate to
produce a decent model selection result. Thus We ran FQE for each candidate policy using
the training data(1e6 timesteps) to learn a more accurate value function, a similar practice
was experimented with in previous work [32]. The learned value function is then used as
an alternative value function to be used by BVFT. The results are shown in Figure 5.7.
We observe that due to the inaccurate value function produced by the learning algorithm,
none of the methods is able to produce an accurate policy selection result. After using
the value function produced by FQE, the performance of BVFT and AvgQ(s, a) boosted
immediately while the latter producing a slightly better ranking. We further performed
a linear combination of the metrics produced by these 2 methods and the result is shown
with the label ’FQE Hybrid’, which achieves the best performance across all methods. We
show that BVFT can be used in combination with the standard OPE approach to boost the
overall performance in this domain.
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5.2.5 Ablation
We also conducted further ablation study on exploratory data and the results are shown
in Figure 5.8. We run policy selection tasks in the environment of Taxi and Atari games with
data that has different levels of exploration: i.e. the portion of data that is generated not by
expert policy, but sub-optimal ones. In both domains, we observe relatively stable metrics
of BVFT’s model selection result with respect to different data exploration settings.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
In previous chapters, we present the BVFT algorithm and its application to the task of
offline policy selection in RL. As a Bellman Residual Minimization (BRM) based method,
BVFT approaches this problem from a completely different angle compared to most of the
OPE-based method. It has the advantage of requiring less data, as well as not relying on
picking the correct hyper-parameter for itself and hard optimization problem posed by many
popular regression-based OPE approach. However, BVFT posses its own limitations. In this
chapter, we will discuss a few caveats when applying the BVFT algorithm as well as potential
future directions.
6.1 LIMITATION OF THE METHOD
First of all, BVFT is a BRM-based method that evaluates the performance of models by
going through ||f − Q∗|| as a surrogate instead of directly estimating the value function of
the evaluation policy. This makes BVFT relying on that the base algorithms to need to
approximate Q∗ which limits its applicability. For instance, in the continuous action space
domain such as MuJoCo, popular learning algorithms often prioritize learning the policy
function. Even with actor-critic models, the critic’s convergence is often much slower than
the policy, resulting in much less accurate value estimation even when the policy has near-
optimal performance. In such a case, OPE-based methods such as FQE as a big advantage,
and BVFT would need to rely on the more accurate estimation produced by these methods,
limiting its application. In addition, in some environments due to various factors such as
reward design, termination condition, etc., the correlation between ||f−Q∗|| and the policy’s
actual performance might not be strong enough to allow an accurate estimation.
OPE-based method also has its advantage of directly estimating the policy value, which
BVFT can not offer. This information can be valuable to several applications where an
accurate estimation of the performance is necessary before actually deploying the models.
Regression-based OPE method enjoys another advantage of well-developed automated dif-
ferential packages [61] which enables high capacity function approximators to efficiently
generalize based on large amounts of data. On the other hand, BVFT requires pairwise
comparisons between each function in the set, and as the number of models grows, the
asymptotic run time would be O(n2), although this can be lower down through divide and




The overall problem of offline policy selection remains an open question and is an exciting
area for future research. It would be useful to seek further combinations between BRM and
OPE-based approaches to this problem as they both have very different and yet complemen-




We applied the BVFT algorithm, a polynomial sample complexity batch RL learning
algorithm, to the task of offline model selection in reinforcement learning. We proposed
several modifications to the original algorithm to better fit the purpose of offline model
selection. We experimented BVFT along with a number of popular baselines in a wide
variety of RL environments in different settings. From the results, we observe that BVFT
has good and reliable overall performance and outperforms baselines by a margin in many of
the environments. We address several important factors that can affect the performance of
the various methods in the task of model selection. We hope researchers who are interested
in this problem can find this work useful for further work in this direction.
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